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Abstract

The diagnosis of 90% of people with HIV is the first target of United Nations UNAIDS 90:90:90 visions for 2020, to end the AIDS epidemic by 2030. Antenatal HIV testing is an important step forward in achieving this and the elimination of mother-to-child transmission (EMTCT) of HIV, which is validated by world health organization. This is possible through universal antenatal screening for HIV and effective intervention. A screening tool, useable as a point-of-care (POC) test is essential for HIV testing in the antenatal clinics. We evaluated the performance of SD Bioline HIV/syphilis Duo rapid test kits in this regard, in Nepal and found it a good screening tool with added opportunity for simultaneous diagnosis of HIV and syphilis. Currently, as it is commercially available at affordable cost, screening of pregnant women for syphilis and HIV has become feasible with the potential to form an integral part of improving maternal and child health.
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Review

Improving HIV testing coverage and uptake is a stride towards meeting all aspects of the United Nations UNAIDS 90:90:90 visions for 2020, to end the AIDS epidemic by 2030 – the first target being diagnosis of 90% of people with HIV [1]. This is especially relevant in the context of HIV testing during pregnancy, as it relates to two lives and is a key factor in the control of vertical transmission (MTCT) of HIV [2].

Women may become pregnant without knowing that they are HIV positive. For them, HIV testing during pregnancy is an opportunity for knowing their HIV status. This also allows time for intervention to prevent transmission (MTCT) to their offspring. For those who test HIV negative, it is reassuring and allows them to avoid the risk of acquiring the disease.

There is 14-48% chance of vertical transmission from a HIV positive mother to her child [3]. HIV MTCT can occur antenatally (in utero), intrapartum (during labor and delivery) or postpartum (breast feeding) [4].

Antenatal diagnosis of HIV, especially during the first trimester of pregnancy, has obvious benefits to the mother and her baby [5]. From public health stand point, the test uptake rate is very important. Higher uptake rate is conducive to elimination of mother to child transmission (EMTCT) of HIV. This fact has been borne by the high uptake and low transmission rate (MTCT) in the United Kingdom [6]. Countries with low test uptake rate have lagged behind in elimination of the mother-to-child transmission (EMTCT) which is considered a milestone in controlling the spread of HIV. Some countries, headed by Cuba [7], have achieved elimination (EMTCT) and have been validated by the WHO, recently.

For achieving the target of elimination best results would be obtained with universal HIV testing. It has been recommended that all pregnant women be offered HIV screening with appropriate counseling and the testing must be voluntary [8]. The WHO global criteria for elimination of mother-to-child transmission (EMTCT) of HIV and syphilis, 2014 has as requisite ≥ 95% coverage of HIV testing among pregnant women along with ≥ 90% of ART coverage of HIV-positive pregnant women for WHO validation [9]. Moreover, provider-initiated routine antenatal HIV testing (i.e., an “opt-out” approach) is the standard of care in the developed countries. This has public health importance.

The availability of effective intervention measures for preventing mother-to-child transmission supports universal antenatal screening. However, there is skepticism regarding compatibility of routine antenatal testing and informed consent [10,11]. Despite this, no negative effects were noted on ANC attendance, collection of test results, post-test counseling rates or uptake of PMTCT interventions among HIV-infected women during the implementation of routine HIV testing in Zimbabwe [12]. To improve the test uptake and progress in PMTCT, it appears important to ensure that HIV testing be offered equitably and universally.

The availability of a sensitive, easily available and affordable screening tool for HIV testing in the antenatal clinics has been a practical aspect of problem in the prevention of mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT).

Great progress has occurred in the HIV diagnostic technology since the first commercial introduction of HIV antibody tests in 1985 [13]. Currently, rapid diagnostic tests for HIV are also becoming available at affordable cost. These provide diagnostic results conveniently and immediately while the patient is still at the health facility, screening site, or other health care facility. It can be used as a point-of-care (POC) test with the benefit to allow testing, counseling and referrals to be done in one visit. The availability of such tests has made field-diagnosis of HIV inexpensive and technically feasible in low-resource areas, providing easy accessibility to antenatal HIV testing.

We performed a study to evaluate one of the commercially available test kit the SD Bioline HIV/syphilis Duo rapid test kits in Nepal. The results showed that use of this Duo test kit in antenatal clinics/HTCs would meet the long felt need for a good screening tool for their day to day use with the added opportunity for simultaneous diagnosis of HIV and syphilis [14].
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Intervention strategy for elimination of HIV and syphilis targets the same population groups. HIV PMTCT and prevention of congenital syphilis have similar priorities. Effective pharmacologic intervention necessitates early diagnosis in both.

Syphilis is also called a silent killer disease, because its symptoms frequently go unsuspected but, when co-infected with HIV, it can be formidable, especially for mothers and children. About 12 million new cases of syphilis are diagnosed each year globally, and nearly 10 percent of all HIV-positive persons are also co-infected with syphilis [15-17]. Such a co-morbid state of syphilis and HIV infection is a serious public health problem in the developing countries including sub-Saharan Africa and the most susceptible groups being women and children. Prevalence rates of syphilis among pregnant women can be as much as 17 percent. Over a million pregnant women are infected with syphilis worldwide [18].

Without intervention, women are in danger of transmitting syphilis on to their infants. Co-infected with HIV, syphilis enhances the transmissibility of HIV from mother-to-child (MTCT). So, pregnant women living with both HIV and syphilis are more likely to transmit HIV vertically to their offspring compared to women positive for HIV only.

Like HIV, syphilis too, is a major cause of morbidity and mortality of women and children in resource-limited countries. Untreated syphilis during pregnancy is associated with several deleterious consequences, like intrauterine fetal demise, low birth weight, prematurity and neonatal mortality. Syphilis, however, is curable disease and both HIV and syphilis in infants and young children are almost entirely preventable by eliminating mother-to-child transmission (EMTCT) of these diseases. Nevertheless, although HIV testing has become more accessible for pregnant women in many developing countries as part of routine antenatal care, yet, syphilis testing has to be offered at separate settings, until recently. Once tested for syphilis, many women never turn to receive their HIV test and fail to know their HIV status. They would be deprived of the interventions they so urgently need and inadvertently may pass syphilis on to their offspring. Integrating new rapid syphilis screening with HIV testing for pregnant women like in the SD Bioline HIV/syphilis Duo rapid test kits can have a significant effect in preventing both transmission of syphilis and HIV from mother to child. Dual rapid diagnostic tests for syphilis and HIV have been found equally effective as the single test in antenatal care services [19] as well as in field study [20]. Currently, as it is commercially available at affordable cost, screening of pregnant women for syphilis and HIV has become feasible, easy and cost-effective bearing the potential to form an integral part of improving maternal and child health in the world over.
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